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DISCLAIMER

WHITE PAPER

The information in this white paper is subject to change or update. Therefore,

it should not be construed as a commitment, promise, or guarantee by the

Danuvia team or any other individual or organization mentioned in this white

paper relating to the tokens' future availability or services or their future

performance or value.

This document is not an offer or solicitation to sell securities or shares. It does

not represent or form part of, and should not be regarded as, any offer for sale

or subscription of securities or any relation to buy or subscribe for securities,

nor should it or any portion of it form the basis of or be relied upon in any

contract or commitment whatsoever. Danuvia teams expressly disclaim any

liability for any direct or indirect loss or damage of any kind arising directly or

indirectly from reliance on any information contained in the white paper, any

error, omission, or inaccuracy in such information, or any action taken as a

result of such information.

This is strictly informational and not a suggestion, buy, or financial advice. Do

not trade or invest in any token, company, or entity solely based on this data.

We gathered all of the information in this document from sources we believe

to be reliable and accurate. However, such information is provided "as is" with

no express or implied warranty of any kind. All market prices, data, and other

information are not warranted for completeness or accuracy, are based on

selected public market data, reflect current market conditions and our

assessment of this date, and are thus subject to change without notice.

The graphs, charts, and other visual aids are provided solely for educational

purposes. No one can use none of these graphs, charts, or visual aids to make

investment decisions independently. There is no guarantee that these will help

anyone make investment decisions. No graph, chart, or other visual aid can

capture all of the factors and variables that must be considered.



A cryptocurrency is a digital asset that

uses cryptographic encryption to

guarantee its own and ensure the

integrity of transactions and control

the creation of additional units, that is,

prevent someone from making copies

as we would, for example, with a

photo. These coins do not exist

physically: they are stored in a digital

wallet.

CRYPTOCURRENCY

How do cryptocurrencies work?
Cryptocurrencies have various differentiating characteristics compared to

traditional systems: they are not regulated or controlled by any institution and

do not require intermediaries in transactions. Instead, a decentralized database,

blockchain, or shared accounting record is used to handle these transactions.

In line with the regulation, cryptocurrencies are not considered a means of

payment. They do not have the backing of a central bank or other public

authorities. They are not covered by customer protection mechanisms such as

the Deposit Guarantee Fund or the Fund Investor Guarantee.

Regarding the operation of these digital currencies, it is essential to remember

that once the transaction with cryptocurrencies is carried out, that is, when

the digital asset is bought or sold, it is not possible to cancel the operation

because the blockchain is a record that It does not allow you to delete data.

Therefore, it is necessary to "reverse" a transaction to execute the opposite

one



Since these coins are not physically available, you have to resort to a digital

cryptocurrency wallet service, which is not regulated to store them. 

In other words, Cryptocurrencies started as an alternative method to make

transactions without intermediaries. However, they are becoming

increasingly important worldwide because of the number of users who use

them and the large amount of money and speculation they generate. What is

its boom due to? What are its risks and benefits?

In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto changed the way money is transferred when he

published a document that laid out the foundation for paying with bitcoin,

the first cryptocurrency, creating a decentralized payment network in which

no banks or governments take place. 

Nakamoto, whose identity is not known with certainty – whether a person

or a group – determined that bitcoin would be an instrument to transfer

money completely managed by users, based on a peer-to-peer network or

peer-to-peer network. 

He did it by devising a technology that allows users to make direct

exchanges with excellent security: the blockchain or chain of blocks. Aware

of his proposal, Nakamoto revolutionized the way of making payments.

How do cryptocurrencies work?



DANUVIA
We are Danuvia - A crypto service platform wallet developed by D.C.S. A

crypto wallet solution provides ease of use for all people and any purpose.

We are developing a creative global wallet and a global exchange service to

provide a more comfortable and safe way to use crypto for the public.

OUR MiSSION and VISION 

There are more than 270,000 confirmed transactions of Bitcoin daily.

Research from July 2021 shows that 89% of American adults have heard of

Bitcoin. As of 2021, about 106 million people around the world use

cryptocurrencies. About 46 million Americans (roughly 22% of the adult

population) own a share of Bitcoin.

Our sole aim is to make cryptocurrency accessible to everyone's life and

accessible to be used not only for special people or purposes but by

everyone. In comparison, we are creating a wallet for our token so users

can save it.



Download Trust Wallet or (Metamask if you prefer, click
"Import token" on the bottom)

How To Add Danuvia To
Your Wallet

Step one

Tap on the toggle sign on the upper right
corner of the Wallet Screen.
Search for the token, and if the token is
not available, you will get a "No Asset
Found" screen with the Add Custom
Token button.
For Android devices, you can scroll
down to the bottom of the list of
available tokens, and you will see there +
Add Custom Token.

Step two
Fill up Token Details;
Network: Smart Chain
Contact Adress:
0x4565288B14D84507CA2020
A7595f91fF16304e55
Name: Danuvia
Symbol: DCS
Decimals: 18

Step three



TOKENS

Token refers to a specific virtual currency token or the currency in which
cryptocurrencies are denominated. These tokens are fungible and
transferable assets or services on their blockchains. Crypto tokens are
frequently used to gather funds for crowd sales, but they may also
substitute for other items. These currencies are often generated,
distributed, sold, and circulated via the standard initial coin offering (I.C.O.)
procedure, which entails a crowdfunding exercise to support project
development.



Danuvia is a true phenomenon in
the crypto ecosystem. Danuvia is a
cryptocurrency built on the principle
of decentralized finance to make
cryptocurrency accessible to all
users everyday life. 
It is a unique brainchild aimed at
making cryptocurrency available for
all users.

Danuvia

Benefits Of Danuvia

Danuvia first blockchain technology opened coin doors of opportunity for
people worldwide.

Danuvia use goes beyond the simple movement of funds across borders. It's
also about people who want to maximize their income-generating potential.
Some people have been deprived of participation in the world economy.
However, as cryptocurrencies are accessible to everyone with a smartphone
and internet connection, the world economy changes.

With the help of Danuvia secure and globally scalable solutions, this might be
the best thing everyone can participate in our project.



Airdrop

Anyone who takes specific actions on the project's purpose will be awarded
an Airdrop straight into their wallet.
We will be giving away the 7% of the total supply of 2 million tokens,
140,000 in total.

1. Share our website on your Facebook or Instagram
2. Enjoy our Telegram Channel or Discord server
Telegram: https://t.me/danuviacrypto
Discord: https://discord.gg/YqfrucFU
3. Create your wallet
4. Post the link of your Facebook post or Instagram together
with your D.C.S. Wallet address
5. We will check all addresses and send the Tokens manually

Token Information
Name: Danuvia
Sybmbol: DCS
Network: Binance Smart Chaiin 
Decimals: 18
Contract address: 0x4565288B14D84507CA2020A7595f91fF16304e55

https://t.me/danuviacrypto
https://discord.gg/YqfrucFU


How    to    buy

STEP 1
DOWNLOAD TRUSTWALLET OR METAMASK

The apps are secure and widely used in the Defi Market. (Metamask
suggested)

Remember never to share your seed phrase!
Metamask: https://metamask.io/download

STEP 2
Add Meta must to your browser and FUND YOUR WALLET

Purchase B.N.B. or B.S.C. (Binance Smart Chain) to fund your wallet.
These coins are used in the Binance Smart Chain.

STEP 3
OPEN YOUR BROWSER

Go to Chrome or your browser of choice, and visit
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap

STEP 4
SWAP FOR Danuvia

Pancakeswap is an exchange that allows users to swap
B.N.B. with other Defi tokens. Click

"Select a currency" & enter the contract address.

https://metamask.io/download
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap


Enter the contact address here than click “Import” Our
address is:

0x4565288B14D84507CA2020A7595f91fF16304e55

Then swap as many as you want. You have to see the
Danuvia Token on your Metamask.

Name: Danuvia Symbol: DCS Decimals: 18 Contact
Adress:

0x4565288B14D84507CA2020A7595f91fF16304e55

Chart:
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x4565288b14d84507ca2020a

7595f91ff16304e55



Partners

A family-run business that has contributed to the creation of this movement
when the Danuvia community is experiencing turmoil. This is the spark that
ignited the fire.
Decentralized applications and systems for innovative individuals make a
pathway towards a positive change in the Cuban economy.

We're witnessing the blockchain revolution for people with Danuvia! 
⦁ builds blockchain
⦁ create and manage cryptocurrency on any popular   blockchain for
businesses or personal use
⦁ create cryptocurrency wallet and payment solutions
⦁ give crypto mining advice
⦁ and much more

Tokenomics
Total supply: 2 million
CREATORS 10%
AIRDROP 7%
MARKETING CAMPAIGN 7%
LIQUIDITY 35%
DEVELOPERS 35%
OTHER FEES 6%



TOKEN CHART

lIquidity
35%

Developers
35%

creators
10%

Airdrop
7%

Marketing campaign
7%

other fees
6%



ROADMAPROADMAP

Q1
Project Inspection
Smart Contract
Website Launch
Telegram
Discord channel
Facebook Twitter

Q2

Airdrop
Coingecko
Coinmarketcap
List on spot and Dex exchanges
New Website

Q3
Danuvia Wallet beta test
Social Media and influencer
Marketing
List on more exchanges

Q4
Danuvia Wallet for public
Danuvia exchange beta test



Email:- contact@danuvia.pro
Facebook:-

https://www.facebook.com/Danuvia-
Crypto Services:- 103906145513202

Telegram:- https://t.me/danuviacrypto
Discord:- https://discord.gg/YqfrucFU

Contact:-Contact:-

Token Address QR:-

➡Contract⬅
0x4565288B14D84507CA2020A7595f91fF16304e55
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